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Abst ract - - In  this paper we prove that the global existence, uniqueness of the solution of a 
Ginzburg-Landau superconductivity model with the assumptions that the initial data (¢0, ~40) E 
£2(12) x L2(ft) only. Under suitable choice of gauge, say, the Lorentz gauge or the Coulomb gauge, 
we prove that the solutions of the evolutionary superconductivity model must subconverge strongly 
in ~2(~) x H2(i-/) to one of the solutions of the stationary problem in the Coulomb gauge as time 
goes to infinity. Because we know little about the number of solutions of the corresponding stationary 
problem, we can only prove subconvergence in time. However, we can also prove the existence of a 
maximal attractor in £:2(~t) x L2(f~) and of an inertial set under the Lorentz gauge. 
Keywords--Superconductivity,  Long-time behavior, Maximal attractor, Inertial sets, Ginzburg- 
Landau equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
After proper nondimensional ization, the evoluntionary Ginzburg-Landau model may be given by 
the following parabol ic system: 
nh- f + i~k¢¢ + -~v  - A ¢ - ~ + 1~,1~¢ = 0 in n C R 2, (1.1) 
OA i , 
-~- + V(I) + curl 2 A + ~(¢  V~b - ¢V¢*)+ 1¢I2A = cur lH in ~ C_ R 2, (1.2) 
with the natural boundary conditions 
(~V¢+ A¢) .n=- i '~¢  on 0g/, (1.3) 
curiA x n = H × n on 0~, (1.4) 
and the usual initial conditions 
¢(x,O) = Co(x), A(x,O) = Ao(x) in ~ C_ R 2 (1.5) 
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for the unknowns 10, A, and & denoting the complex-valued order parameter, the vector magnetic 
potential and the scalar electric potential, respectively. The parameters y and k are positive 
constants and i -- ~ZT. 7 _> 0 is very small for insulators and very large for magnetic materials, 
with nonmagnetic metals lying in between. H is the applied magnetic field. ¢* is the complex 
conjugate of 10 and [¢[2 = 10¢. represents the density of the superconducting carriers. ¢ = 0 
corresponds to normal state and in a perfect superconducting state [10[ -- 1. gt C R 2 denotes the 
bounded and connected region occupied by the superconducting sample with smooth boundary 
0~ whose unit outward normal vector is n. 
Under the assumptions 100 E ~1(~),  A0 E ~(d iv ,  12) and [[100[[£~(f~)C0 > 0 (arbitrary con- 
stant Co > 0), various results of global existence and uniqueness of solutions of (1.1)-(1.5) have 
been given by Du [1], Chen, Hoffmann and Liang [2], and Chen, Elliot and Tang [3]. The asymp- 
totic behavior was discussed by Liang and Tang [4] with strict assumptions on the data and the 
choice of gauge or the regularity of the solutions and then this result was generalized greatly by 
Fan [5]. 
Under the assumptions 100 e ~/l(f~), A0 E ~/~(div, ~) the global existence, uniqueness and the 
existence of a maximal attractor with the choice of Coulomb gauge have been given very recently 
by Tang and Wang [6]. 
In this paper, we prove the global existence, uniqueness of the solution of a Ginzburg-Landau 
superconductivity model with the assumptions that the initial data (¢0,A0) E £:2(f~) x L2(D) 
only. Under suitable choice of gauge, say, the Lorentz gauge or the Coulomb gauge, we prove 
that the solutions of the evolutionary superconductivity model must subconverge strongly in 
7-/2(f~) x H2(Q) to one of the solutions of the stationary problem in the Coulomb gauge as time 
goes to infinity. We also prove that the existence of a maximal attractor in/:2(f~) x L2(f/) and 
of an inertial set under the Lorentz gauge. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
We just state our main results with the choice of Lorentz gauge, i.e., A • n - 0 on cof~, 
= -d iv  A in ~2. 
THEOREM 2.1. For any (¢0, Ao) E £2(~) x L~(f~) and any constant T > O, the system (1.1)-(1.5) 
admits a unique solution (10, A ), which satisfies 
(10,A) e L °° (0,T; £2(1~)) n£: 2 (0,T; ~/1(~)) ,L °° (0, T; L2(f~)) ML 2 (0,T;~/ I (~)) ,  
(1or,At) e £1 (0,T; (x l (a ) )  *) x L 1 (0,T; (HI(a))*) .  
THEOREM 2.2. Theorem 2.1 a11ows us to define a nonlinear semigroup S(t) : (¢0, A0) E £:2(~) × 
L2(f~) --* (¢, ,4) E £2(~) x L2(f~), which possesses in £2(f~) x L2(f~) a maximal absorbing set B 
and a maximal attractor .,4. 
With these results, using the same proof as that of [5], we get Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (10o, Ao) E £2(f~) x L2(f~). When t -~ oo, the solutions (10, A) of (1.1)-(1.5) 
will subconverge strongly in 7-/2( f~ ) x N2(f~ ) to a solution of the corresponding stationary problem 
(1.1)-(1.5). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (!00, A0) E/22(f~) xL2(f~). Then there exists an inertial set M for ({S(t)}t>_o, X), 
where X = Ut>toS(t)B t'or to > 0 determined in Theorem 2.2. 
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